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Theories and/or What If’s… 
 
These are some thoughts to be vetted….  
 

- It’s rumored the most dangerous species in the galaxy is a species of insect that can present 
themselves as tall blue eyed blonde humans. They are actually worse than Demons, as Demons 
have an Agenda. These Beings just Consume and Destroy, like the Boglodite’s in MIB III. 

 
- Speaking of MIB III… What if the ‘Arc-Net’ was actually installed to trap us within Earth’s 

atmosphere while they consume everything on planet Earth? Today’s Van Allen Belt’s. 
 

- When thinking of the Cult of The Law of One, perverted teaching, think of MIB International, 
where all are infected by a virus like being to be a singular organism.  
 

- Regarding 9/11, it was the start of the ‘Final’ Civil War for Earth, meant to end with the COVID 
Endgame, a virus to wipe out Humanity, by the end of 2022. It was the NWO versus the Cult of 
The Law of One, and culminated in “two becoming one”, meaning the Twin Towers becoming a 
singular spiral, an Obelisk in the heart of the World’s “then” Financial District. 
 

- Fun with movies…  
o Moonraker, break away society and secret private space program 
o Catch 22, White Hats partnering with the Nazi’s and becoming pure evil 
o Casablanca, refugee’s are the most profitable business and women will be scarce 
o Casablanca, cont., ‘you speak of the 3rd Reich as though there will be another’  

 
- Y2K and the “real issue” with Computer ad AI, Alternate and Artificial Intelligence, and “What 

day is it today?” This was insane to fix… Absolutely insane! All computers and operating systems 
were on different calendar’s, and all they did for the Y2K fix was back date the computer clocks 
to 1995, making 1996 and 2000 align, on ‘some’ IT systems.  

 
- Real Y2K Issue was 29 Feb 2000 and the 100 and 400 Year Rules for Leap Day! There is No Leap 

Day every 100 years; however, there “is” a Leap Day every 400 years! All the computer systems 
and AI’s in the World started going crazy on 1 Mar 2000, when the Dot Com bubble collapse 
began too! It took until 2001 to fix this issue, and Thank God for the Help, as only Divine 
Intervention can explain how we fixed it before the 2022 Endgame, eradication of Humanity.  
 

o If you want you mind’s blown, “overlay” 1995 with 2000 and cycle it every 5 years with 
World Events and Economic Crisis. Note there were World Trade Center attacks in 1996 
rerunning in 2001, and Trump announced running for President in 2000 and 2015, and 
there are so many more alignments, it’s insane…  

 
Important: The ‘Threat and Risk’ of AI is now actually a “Historical” Risk. There will inevitably be 
occasional issues, as we seem to be too stupid to ‘eliminate and/or fix old technology’, as we move 
forward. However, the Disaster of the Last 23+ years is Beyond comprehension, and the main reason for 
Earth, etc., being “quarantined” from integrating into the greater Cosmos.  


